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A B S T R A C T

We propose a deep learning approach for inpainting holes in digital models of fabric
surfaces. Leveraging the developable nature of fabric surfaces, we flatten the area sur-
rounding the holes with minor distortion and regularly sample it to obtain a discrete
2D map of the 3D embedding, with an indicator mask outlining holes locations. This
enables the use of a standard 2D convolutional neural network to inpaint holes given
the 3D positioning of the surface. The provided neural architecture includes an atten-
tion mechanism to capture long-range relationships on the surface. Finally, we provide
ScarfFolds, a database of folded fabrics patches with varying complexity, which is used
to train our convolutional network in a supervised manner. We successfully tested our
approach on various examples and illustrated that previous 3D deep learning approaches
suffer from several issues when applied to fabrics. Also, our method allows the users
to interact with the construction of the inpainted surface. The editing is interactive and
supports many tools like vertex grabbing, drape twisting or pinching.

© 2024 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction1

3D scanning of shapes has become very popular in various2

industries including film, video game production and cultural3

heritage preservation. However, the output of these scanners4

can suffer from several flaws due to the quality of the mate-5

rial, the convexity of the scanned object or its material requir-6

ing to fill missing or corrupted areas. Not to mention that some7

objects, especially in the field of archeology and cultural her-8

itage, are already damaged with missing parts. In this work, we9

present a learning-based method for filling holes in digital fab-10

ric surfaces. Fabrics are particularly prone to self-occlusion due11

to their numerous folds and wrinkles, but they have an interest-12

ing geometric property of local developability. By essence, they13

can be isometrically deformed into the plane. While this is not14

entirely accurate for most textile materials due to their inherent15
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stretchiness and elasticity, it is still a useful approximation that 16

we leverage in our work. 17

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have transformed 18

machine learning and are still widely used in the most advanced 19

models. Their success is due to their ability to analyze the local 20

structure of the data and to reduce the number of parameters 21

compared to multi-layered perceptrons (MLPs). This kind of 22

network is particularly well-suited for analyzing isotropic grid- 23

structured data, such as images. However, most 3D data are 24

unstructured, anisotropic, and lack an obvious orientation for 25

the convolution kernels. Yet, many methods tackle this chal- 26

lenge by devising a clever use of MLP or by adapting convo- 27

lution [1, 2, 3]. Another way to overcome these difficulties is 28

by using voxels and 3D CNNs. However, they have their own 29

issues, mainly spatial discretization and limitation to low reso- 30

lutions. Besides, brute force 3D discretization can lead to incor- 31

rect topological representation in fabric surfaces with intricate 32

folds. 33

The idea of our method is to take advantage of the efficiency 34

of 2D CNNs while working on 3D mesh data, with the help of a 35
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Fig. 1. From a holed mesh, the network produces a point cloud filling the hole. Since the point cloud is parametrized on a grid structure, it can be trivially
meshed and textured.

3D to 2D parametrization that is respectful of the surface intrin-1

sic geometry. Such parametrization is almost straightforward in2

the highly-developable case of fabrics. Indeed, fabric materials3

and clothing items are typically made from flat pieces, meaning4

most textiles can locally be flattened with minimal distortion5

(except at seams). Next, regularly sampling the parametrized6

mesh will also regularly sample the 3D mesh and provide a grid7

data input for a 2D convolutional network. Thus, the input data8

can be considered as an image where each channel corresponds9

to a coordinate in 3D.10

Our main contributions are :11

• We propose a fast approach to inpaint a hole within a flat-12

tanable connected piece of fabric, by using a 2D convolu-13

tional neural architecture.14

• Our inpainting technique is accompanied by a set of edit-15

ing operations enabling users to guide the positioning of16

the inpainting patch.17

• We offer a base of examples that reflects the variety of18

folds that can arise on a square of fabric. This database,19

called ScarfFolds, was used to train our network in a su-20

pervised manner and it will be made available to the com-21

munity for future comparisons.22

2. Related work23

Numerous methods have been developed to address the issue24

of inpainting 3D data. The following is a brief overview of25

relevant works for each range of methods.26

Geometric methods. General methods use local geometric27

information to fill the hole by using a minimal area surface, sub-28

ject to various constraints including regularization. The most29

well-known method was proposed by Liepa [4] which consists30

in finding a minimal area triangulation of the hole. The triangu-31

lation is refined and smoothed to match the size of neighboring32

triangles. Variational approaches have been developed to im-33

prove the regularization of the minimal surface. For instance,34

Baumgärtner et al. [5] proposed to estimate the normal field35

of a mesh using total variation as a regularizer for denoising36

and inpainting purposes. Similarly, Bonneel et al. [6] solve37

a Mumford-Shah problem on a mesh to estimate the normal38

field. The mesh is then deformed so that the faces normals cor-39

responds to the target normals. Other works presented ad-hoc40

procedures such as Feng et al. [7] and Attene [8]. The for- 41

mer changes its inpainting strategy depending on the size of the 42

hole while the latter produces watertight meshes by minimizing 43

normal variation and by removing defects using swap/collapse 44

algorithms. An alternative approach to first meshing the hole 45

is to unfold the mesh in the plane, triangulate it and embed the 46

mesh back into R3 as a minimum energy surface favoring min- 47

imal area and fairing [9]. These generic methods are generally 48

able to propagate features in the missing area, without enforcing 49

global prior such as developability. In fact, those approaches are 50

unaware of the area of surface needed to fill the hole, hence the 51

choice of minimizing it. 52

We can also mention the work from Harary et al. [10] which 53

is a context-based method. Holes are filled with given patches 54

chosen from the input mesh based on a dissimilarity metric to 55

minimize coherence error. As far as the inpainting of fabric sur- 56

faces is concerned, Gisbert et al [11] favored developability by 57

using an isometric map to unfold the boundaries of the hole into 58

the plane, in order to obtain a patch of zero Gaussian curvature. 59

In this approach, the embedding in 3D then tends to preserve 60

the intrinsic geometry of the patch bounded by the hole bound- 61

ary, while locally balancing the mean curvature (variational ap- 62

proach minimizing an energy inspired by those found in cloth 63

simulation). Our approach is inspired by this approach, in the 64

sense that it requires an isometric parametrization of the surface 65

at the boundary of the hole. 66

Implicit Surfaces. These methods estimate an implicit func- 67

tion in R3. Davis et al. [12] constructs an ambient signed 68

distance function from the input mesh and extends it to cover 69

the missing area. The zero set of that function represents the 70

surface. The diffusion process can benefit from knowing the 71

point of view of the scanner, and produces watertight meshes. 72

Likewise, Kazhdan et al introduced Poisson Surface Recon- 73

struction [13, 14], a method able to reconstruct surfaces from 74

a point cloud with its corresponding normals by solving a Pois- 75

son equation. This approach was found to be efficient for filling 76

holes and merging shapes. Overall, these methods are rather 77

robust and can process complex holes and unstructured data. 78

However, those approaches were not yet adapted to enforce 79

global prior such as developability. They tend to smooth the 80

output and may struggle with rendering complex features. 81

Learning based. Deep learning methods can efficiently 82

identify the structure of a shape after supervised training on 83

a category of similar objects. This can be useful for shape 84
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Fig. 2. Pipeline overview: starting from an input mesh with holes (a), we first parametrize the input geometry into a 2D domain (b) that is discretized
into a 64 × 64 4D image encoding the input mesh geometry (c) (xyz−positions are encoded as RGB values) and a hole identificator mask. An attention
U-net is used to inpaint the missing part (d, e) (convolution and downsampling blocks in grey, attention blocks in orange). A final point cloud can then be
reconstructed ( f ).

analysis, shape matching and shape classification, but also for1

shape reconstruction and surface inpainting. Some methods2

such as AtlasNet [15, 16, 17] learn to predict the surface of3

3D shape from a point cloud or from a trimmed 2D image.4

The neural architecture they use fit several planar patches to5

a point cloud and use them to obtain a parametrization. Like-6

wise, FoldingNet [18] learns to fold a single planar grid into any7

shape. The primary focus of the method is shape classification,8

but it also enables shape interpolation. In a slightly different9

register, Point2Mesh [19] attempts to predict watertight mesh10

from a point cloud. The network weights are optimized to it-11

eratively deform the convex hull to shrink-wrap a given point12

cloud. Because the architecture is a convolution network, the13

shared weights favor local geometric self-similarity, which can14

be helpful for inpainting tasks.15

We finally focus on machine learning works specifically de-16

signed for inpainting tasks. Deep learning has been success-17

fully used for image inpainting. Existing approaches are usu-18

ally based on the use of 2D convolution networks [20, 21], and19

more recent works rely on the use of attention or diffusion tech-20

niques [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. Diffusion networks have recently21

demonstrated great performances in image generation and im-22

age inpainting; however, they typically suffer from longer in-23

ference times that would be detrimental to our application (see24

Section 3.5) We also use U-Net architecture but train it in a stan-25

dard supervised manner. By doing so, we sacrifice the genera-26

tion diversity, with a network that produces only one output for27

each input. This trade-off ensures that our system remains effi-28

cient while maintaining reliable and consistent results, making29

it well-suited for applications where rapid processing is crucial.30

Inpainting object surfaces is generally more intricate. Deep-31

Mend [27] proposed a deep learning architecture to repair frac-32

tured shapes by learning occupancy functions. One advantage33

is that no ground truth knowledge of the fractured region is re-34

quired. However, the output is not guaranteed to be simply con-35

nected. Many methods work with voxels [28, 29, 30, 31] which36

enables the use of powerful 3D convolutional neural networks37

at the expense of an often coarse discretization of the geometry.38

Wen et al. [32] proposed an architecture for predicting missing39

parts in a point cloud. They introduced a skip-attention mech-40

anism, similar to Attention U-Nets [33], based on PointNet++41

[34]. Deep Mesh Prior [35] introduced a method for repair-42

ing meshes (denoising or inpainting) by mapping a noisy mesh43

to the input. Similar to Point2Mesh [19], the shared weights44

of the Graph Convolutional Network help with self-similarity45

and reconstruction. Sarmad et al. [36] proposed RL-GAN- 46

Net, a method for inpainting partial point clouds of shapes using 47

a GAN. The method incorporates reinforcement learning (RL) 48

agents to determine the optimal input for the GAN, resulting in 49

improved reconstructions. Overall, these methods are not tai- 50

lored to work with garments and fabrics, as they are designed 51

for objects with similar 3D structures. The diversity and com- 52

plexity of folds can be difficult to learn with these approaches. 53

Deep learning methods have also been applied to garment 54

representation. Some works focus on virtual try-on [37, 38, 39], 55

which essentially is draping a body. Gundogdu et al. [37] intro- 56

duced a method to drape a 3D body with a garment in near real- 57

time. They use a two-stream architecture inspired by PointNet 58

[40] which processes both the garment and the body as point 59

clouds. Bertiche et al. [41] proposed a framework for unsuper- 60

vised garment animation. They use a recurrent encoder-decoder 61

architecture that takes the pose as input and generates the gar- 62

ment as output. The losses are inspired by physically-based 63

simulation. These methods studied garment generation in the 64

context of machine learning, but they were not designed for fill- 65

ing in an incomplete fabric mesh. They are usually guided by a 66

static or animated virtual human body as input. Our approach 67

differs from previous ones in that it does not rely on end-to-end 68

learning. The boundary of the missing patch is determined in a 69

planar configuration, after isometric parametrization of the hole 70

boundary, without learning machinery. Then we use the power 71

of neural networks to embed the missing surface patch in 3D, 72

using a data set of folds examples. 73

3. Method 74

Given a mesh representing a fabric with a hole, the method 75

outputs a regular sampling of an highly-developable recon- 76

structed geometry and allows some user editing tools to control 77

the result. 78

Our approach proposes to fill in the holes of the mesh by ex- 79

ploiting a dataset of multiple examples of fabrics in a wide vari- 80

ety of positions and folds. To achieve this, we use the property 81

that pieces of fabric without seams can be considered as devel- 82

opable surfaces to some extent, allowing them to be flattened 83

with minor metric distortions. Flattening the fabric around the 84

holes reveals the 2D shape of the patch needed to fill them, 85

which is essential to our approach. Furthermore, revealing the 86

Euclidean 2D structure of the surface makes it possible to bene- 87
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fit from the most efficient architectures for inpainting a 2D sig-1

nal.2

Our approach proceeds in several steps. First we use an iso-3

metric parametrization of the fabric around the holes. Then we4

discretize the parametric space into a 2D grid and use a mask5

to distinguish between empty cells (null occupancy correspond-6

ing to unknown 3D embedding) and cells with 3D embedding.7

Then, the region around the hole can be seen as a 4-channel im-8

age, which can be used as input to an attention U-Net inpaint-9

ing network and where each channel represents a coordinate in10

3D, plus an occupancy information. This image-like surface is11

fed to a convolutionnal network that outputs an inpainted result,12

that can be interpreted as a point cloud and easily meshed be-13

cause of the grid structure of the output. The pipeline of our14

approach is illustrated in Fig 2.15

3.1. Parametrization16

The idea of parametrizing a mesh to process it in a neural17

network is not new [42] but it is particularly well-suited for our18

developable case. In fact Gisbert et al [11] also used an isomet-19

ric parametrization of the area surrounding a hole in a fabric20

surface in order to flatten it. Unlike this approach, which can21

still work with minimal surface information around the hole (a22

single triangle strip is enough in case of high developability),23

we need more information from the surrounding surface, to feed24

the network with better contextual information.25

Let S ∗ denote the surface mesh to be inpainted. We focus on
a region S of the mesh around the hole to be flattened. Since we
aim at parametrizing the mesh isometrically, we opt for an As-
Rigid-As-Possible (ARAP) [43, 44] parametrization method.
ARAP tries to preserve the lengths hence the shape of each tri-
angle. Formally, the ARAP energy can be written as follows:

1
2

∑
f∈F

∑
ei j∈E( f )

cot(θi j
f )
∥∥∥eu

i j − R f ei j

∥∥∥2 ,
where F denotes the set of triangular faces of S , E( f ) the set26

of edges of the face f , θi j
f the angle opposite to the 3D edge ei j27

for vertices i and j in f (thus in R3), eu
i j the same edge in the28

parametric space (in R2). Finally R f is the rotation matrix to be29

optimized on a per-face basis.30

3.2. 2D inpainting network31

The main ingredient of our hole-completion model is an at-32

tention U-Net [33], which is a U-Net that includes a spatial33

attention mechanism. Attention U-Net is a standard convo-34

lutional neural network that requires grid-like structured data35

as input. This kind of network was designed for segmenta-36

tion tasks, but has also been successful for inpainting tasks.37

A 64*64 grid structure is added in the parametric plane, with38

(x, y, z)-information at each point and a fourth channel informa-39

tion to indicate whether the point is in the hole. In the case of40

a hole point, the (x, y, z)-information is not meaningful. This41

4D information is directly fed into a U-net network, that en-42

closes 5 levels of scales. A module of attention is present at the43

skip-connection of the first 4 levels with the output of the next44

level. This increases the power of the network to take large45

scale interactions into account. In particular, the position of 46

points outside the hole can influence the position of points that 47

are inside. The network outputs a new grid, with a meaningful 48

(x, y, z)-information for each point, including in-hole points that 49

are filled. 50

Fig. 3. Three examples of our dataset. All examples are subject to gravity.

3.3. The ScarfFolds dataset 51

The network has been trained on a synthetic dataset made 52

with the Blender cloth simulator [45]. The ScarfFolds dataset 53

consists of 5040 3D triangulated meshes of 2601 vertices repre- 54

senting square pieces of fabric deformed in space. To produce 55

the dataset, the simulation starts with a predefined flat square 56

mesh and randomly selects four positions in space. These points 57

serve as target positions for the four corners of the mesh. Dur- 58

ing the simulation, the corners are linearly transported to their 59

target positions and the fabric is also subject to gravity. This ap- 60

proach does not guarantee the absence of self-intersections, so 61

the intersecting examples are filtered out (50 % of rejections). 62

See Fig 3 for some examples of our dataset. The dataset will be 63

made publicly available upon acceptance. 64

3.4. Supervised training 65

The ScarfFolds dataset contains a variety of squares of fabric 66

in various positions and folds. These regular meshes are com- 67

plete in the sense that they do not contain any holes, and can 68

be used as ground truth by our network during training. Holes 69

must also be taken into account to train the network to handle 70

a wide variety of situations. These holes are not specified in 71

the database and are generated randomly, in the 2D parametric 72

space, to enable an even wider variety, and greater generaliza- 73

tion power for the network. Three kinds of holes were gener- 74

ated: circles, rings and percolation holes (See figure 4 for an 75

illustration). Circles and rings have a random radius and center. 76

In a ring, we only keep a portion of the surface in a second given 77

radius around a circle hole. Percolation holes are simply made 78

by choosing a random point to delete and then deleting one of 79

its neighbours, p times. During training, all the examples are 80

trained with a random hole at each epoch. 81

We present a three terms loss function to minimize the
weights of the network at training. The formulation comprises a
data term aimed at minimizing the distance between the ground
truth vertices and the predicted vertices but also the distance
between the normal vectors. The remaining regularization term
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Various types of holes generated for the training process: (a) the
ground-truth, (b) a circular hole, (c) a ring hole, (d) a percolation hole

helps with the intersection-free completion of the missing area.
Hence, the loss is defined as:

L = Ldata + αLgrad + βLsel f pen ,

where α and β are user-defined parameters to balance the im-1

portance of each component.2

Data Term. This is a simple MSE between the ground truth
vertices and the predicted ones:

Ldata =
1
N

∑
i

∥∥∥vi − v′i
∥∥∥2 ,

where vi represent the ground-truth vertices positions, v′i the3

predicted ones and N the number of vertices.4

Gradient Term. This term is defined as the gradient of the
vertices positions with respect to the uv directions in the
parametrization space. Since the input of the network has a grid
structure, the gradient can be easily computed with a kernel:

Lgrad =
1

2N

∑
i

∥∥∥∇uvi − ∇uv′i
∥∥∥2 +∑

i

∥∥∥∇vvi − ∇vv′i
∥∥∥2 .

This first-order differential quantity enforces the surface normal5

to be consistent with the ground-truth ones. However, it carries6

more information because the norm is also informative.7

Self-Penetration Term. To prevent the unpainted surface from
self-intersecting, we add a third term to prevent vertices from
being too close to each other.

Lsel f pen =
∑

i, j i, j

ReLU2( r −
∥∥∥vi − v j

∥∥∥) .

This energy is essentially a repulsive force that prevents vertices 8

from entering a sphere of radius r around other vertices. r is set 9

to be half of the mean distance between two adjacent vertices 10

in the grid. 11

Interestingly enough, the training is efficient without requir- 12

ing any additional term in the loss. The loss function to be 13

optimized mainly includes ground truth fidelity on the Scarf- 14

Folds examples, and the only regularization term is to avoid 15

self-intersections. Thus, the quality of the embedding is highly 16

driven by the data and it is not necessary to add any regulariza- 17

tion term to help the emergence of an isometric embedding, and 18

to favor a high developability of the result. 19

3.5. Editing 20

At inference, our network computes a filling result for an in- 21

put surface with holes that is consistent with the fabric exam- 22

ples of the ScarfFolds dataset. One important benefit is that the 23

filling surface is generated very quickly, in a feed-forward man- 24

ner. However, this solution may differ from what the user had in 25

mind. Therefore, we propose to exploit the network’s ability to 26

take additional geometric constraints into account to guide the 27

hole filling. These constraints can be of two types: either they 28

can be defined jointly in parametric space and 3D space, or they 29

can be defined solely in 3D, with an automatic optimization in 30

2D parametric space. 31

u

fθ

v
x

y
z

Fig. 5. Our trained network computes the neural 3D embedding of an en-
tire patch of fabric to fill a partial 3D surface input (in green), after pre-
viously flattening it in 2D (in blue) using an isometric parametrization.
For edition purposes, we can add additional constraints within the miss-
ing part.

First, we can select a 2D anchor point of the parametric space 32

in the missing area and assign its position in 3D (see Fig. 5). 33

The shape completion process considers the added vertex and 34

reconstructs the shape according to the user’s guidance. Thanks 35

to this fast completion, the user can interactively adjust the tar- 36

get 3D position to his preferred choice. Then, various tools 37

can be implemented to provide maximum editing freedom. The 38

simplest one is point positioning, but fabric twisting or pinching 39

may also be used (see Fig. 6). All these editing tools can be im- 40

plemented by specifying the position of a few anchor points in 41

the parametric plane and in 3D, jointly. Note that these are soft 42

constraints so the target locations are not necessarily reached. 43

The network learned how a piece of fabric should look like, and 44

in particular, constraints that would overstretch the mesh are not 45

met. Nonetheless, these surface editing tools are quite intuitive 46

(see accompanying video in the Supplemental Materials). 47

An even more interesting editing option is to guide the gen-
erated surface towards a 3D point P by optimizing the uv-
coordinates of the 2D anchor point in the parametric space. This
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 6. User constraints for the shape completion. Various tools are shown:
(a) No editing, (b) Point grabbing, (c) Drape twisted, (d) Drape pinching

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Fig. 7. The user sets a target point that for attracting the surface. The
method automatically optimizes the best corresponding anchor point in the
2D parametric space and reconstructs the surface. From left-to-right, up-
to-bottom: (a) Input; (b) First prediction; (c) Optimized surface, guided
by the purple target; (d) Value and gradient of the anchor point adequacy
in the parametric space.

is achieved by using auto-differentiation to minimize the dis-
tance between the neural 3D embedding of the anchor point and
the target point P. This distance is used as a measure LQ(u, v)
of the anchor point adequacy.

LQ(u, v) =
∥∥∥ f Y
θ (u, v) − P

∥∥∥2 ,
where fθ is the trained network, θ its parameters, Y is the 2D
input grid of the network (including the hole mask and the 3D
embedding of the surface around the hole), in which the hole
mask has been modified at position (u, v) to account for the new
3D constraint. To minimize LQ, the gradient with respect to the
uv−coordinates is needed. Using the chain rule, this is formal-
ized as follows:

∂LQ

∂(u, v)
=
∂LQ

∂ fθ

∂ fθ
∂Y

∂Y
∂(u, v)

,

For optimization purposes, we consider that the LQ function1

takes continuous value of (u, v) as input and that the locally2

modified mask function places a very thin Gaussian in (u, v)3

(with slightly larger width than the grid resolution). This ”Soft-4

Equal” function gives a differentiable function LQ(u, v). The5

energy is minimized using gradient descent and PyTorch auto- 6

differentiation. Note that in our case, the LQ function can 7

only be evaluated at integer values of u and v. We slightly 8

adapted the descent algorithm to ensure that the parameters are 9

restricted to integer values and set the gradient to have a min- 10

imum norm of 1 to ensure that we move at least from one cell 11

before convergence. Considering that the target position P is a 12

soft constraint, the reconstructed mesh is an optimized balance 13

between the constraints and the learned fabric properties. The 14

framework is shown in Fig. 7. 15

4. Experiments 16

4.1. Experimental setup and results discussion 17

First, all the experiments were made using PyTorch [46] 18

on an NVIDIA RTX A5000 GPU. Additionally, the mesh 19

parametrization was done using C++ and LibIGL [47]. The 20

source code can be found here1. 21

Figure 8 shows some results on four examples. The first two 22

rows are test examples from our ScarfFolds dataset (not used for 23

training), the third row input is a developable synthetic example 24

generated differently. The last row input was cropped from a 25

statue scan (Caryatid). 26

For each example, we give statistics on the distance between 27

horizontal and vertical neighbors of the grid after 3D embed- 28

ding by our network. This distance is 1/64 in the planar patch. 29

The high invariance of this distance shows that our network 30

achieves a highly isometric 3D embedding of the planar patch 31

and that the surface generated is highly developable. 32

The first three columns display the input and output of Gis- 33

bert et al. [11] which is a method that works all along with 34

meshes. The last four columns show the input and results of 35

learning methods using point clouds. Those fully neural ap- 36

proaches construct a parametrization of the shape from an input 37

point set. For comparison purposes, we tried to specialize them 38

on fabric surfaces by entirely retraining them on ScarfFolds. 39

FoldingNet [18] fails to reconstruct the test examples of our 40

database, a reason could be that it is an encoder-decoder archi- 41

tecture where the encoder aims at classifying the kind of the in- 42

put based on its 3D embedding underlying structure. While this 43

network clearly works with the ShapeNet [48] examples used 44

with their experiments, the information contained in the latent 45

space cannot capture the variety and complexity of folds that 46

can be found in our dataset. Closer to our method, SANet [32] 47

contains skip attention connections which help with the recon- 48

struction. However, the parametrization output by the network 49

is not as structured and isometric as ours. Gisbert et al. [11] 50

produces convincing folds and results. Because their method is 51

purely geometric, it is more sensitive to a lack of developability 52

in the input compared to our data-driven approach. In Fig 13, 53

we compare this method with ours on increasingly noisy ex- 54

amples. We also changed their parametrization method (LCSM 55

[49]) to ours (ARAP [43]) to be fairer because LSCM quickly 56

failed to produce a reasonable parametrization with noise. 57

1https://github.com/g-gisbert/Neural-Inpainting-Of-Folded-Fabric-Meshes/

https://github.com/g-gisbert/Neural-Inpainting-Of-Folded-Fabric-Meshes/
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Input Mesh Gisbert et al. (point cloud and mesh) [11] Input FoldingNet [18] SANet [32] Ours

Fig. 8. Comparison between different hole filling methods. The two first rows are test examples from the dataset, the third one is a curtain obtained with
a simulation, and the fourth row is taken from a statue scan (caryatid). The statistics regarding the 3D distance between neighbor grid points by using
our neural approach is the following : mean: 0.01493, variance: 1.434e-06 (first row) mean: 0.01526, variance: 2.235e-06 (second row) mean: 0.01608,
variance: 7.872e-07 (third row) mean: 0.01476, variance: 4.028e-06 (fourth row)

Table 1. Statistics of inference times (in seconds) between our method and
Gisbert et al. [11]

(Test set of ScarfFolds.)
Method Median Variance

Gisbert et al. 4.33 × 10−1 5.22 × 10−4

Ours 6.32 × 10−3 6.90 × 10−7

Regarding timings, the geometric method of Gisbert et al.1

[11] computes the solution in about half a second while the or-2

der of magnitude for the learning methods is in the tens of mil-3

liseconds. We compared the exact timings of both methods on4

the test set of ScarfFolds and reported them in the table 1.5

To assess the quality of fabrics holes inpainting, one ap-6

proach is to compute the geometric distance between the ground7

truth surface and the predicted one. However, for a given hole8

boundary, there is no unique solution that satisfies fabric prop-9

erties. Instead, we evaluate the quality of the reconstruction by10

measuring the Gaussian curvature, which reflects the developa-11

bility of the predicted surface (see Fig. 9). We compare our12

results with those obtained by Gisbert et al., as well as with the13

ground truth. Interestingly, the network was able to reproduce14

the developability of the dataset without being explicitly con-15

strained to minimize it. This result illustrates the ability of the16

network to inherently understand and preserve the geometric17

properties of the data.18

Finally, we demonstrate the capabilities of our network on19

real-world statues (see Fig. 10). To fill the missing parts of20

Gisbert et al. Ours GT

Fig. 9. Comparison of Gaussian curvatures respectively between the results
produced by Gisbert et al. [11], our method and the ground truth. The
measures were conducted on the test set of our ScarfFolds dataset.

these meshes, we parameterize a region around the hole and 21

process it with our network. The network’s output provides 3D 22

positions on a grid, allowing us to place any triangulation in the 23

parameterization space and obtain a corresponding 3D mesh. 24

Due to the soft nature of the position constraints (l2 data term), 25

the predicted mesh may not perfectly align with the original in- 26

put mesh. To address this, we project the inpainted mesh onto 27

the input mesh to achieve the final results. This process en- 28

sures that the reconstructed regions seamlessly integrate with 29

the original geometry, preserving the overall structure and ap- 30

pearance of the statues. 31
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Fig. 10. Result of our method on two statues (resp. Lucy and Caryatid). We show the input mesh with a hole, the input with the inpainted patch, and the
zoomed versions.

Fig. 11. Ablation study, from left to right: Our reconstruction, the recon-
struction without the gradient term Lgrad in the loss, the reconstruction
with the full loss but a UNET instead of an Attention UNET.

4.2. Ablation study1

This subsection highlights the role of the choices made in2

our approach. Firstly, Fig 11 demonstrates the significance of3

the gradient term in the loss, particularly for the surface regu-4

larity. The figure also illustrates the importance of the attention5

mechanism by showing the result with a simple UNET. The at-6

tention connection enables the connection between different lo-7

cal features across the surface. Intuitively, a fold is more likely8

to fade in the inpainted region without attention because it does9

not have information that the fold continues across the missing10

area.11

Besides, the dataset was trained on a simulator that includes12

gravity. This means that the network is biased by the orien-13

tation of the input mesh. We then trained the network on the14

original dataset and another version which includes random ro-15

tation. Fig 12 shows the influence of both ways of training the16

network.17

5. Conclusion18

In this paper, we propose a method to fill holes in fabric19

meshes using a learning approach. We leverage the developable20

nature of fabrics by feeding a meaningful parametrization of the21

surface and its holes to a 2D CNN to get around the difficulties22

Fig. 12. The first column shows the predictions of the network trained with-
out random rotation during training while the second column shows the
results with those rotations.

of 3D networks. The network is trained on a new ScarfFolds 23

dataset that we generated to capture a variety of folds on square 24

meshes. The method comes along with some editing operations 25

such as (grabbing, pinching, twisting) in an interactive way. 26

Since the approach is data-driven, it has a strong prior on the 27

surface type and is more robust to noise in the input data com- 28

pared to pure geometric methods. As future works, it would 29

be interesting to explore a meshless approach to the problem 30

while still being able to use 2D CNNs. That way, it would be 31

possible to handle raw scanned data, after solving the problem 32

of parametrizing and flattening the holes. It would also be in- 33

teresting to introduce regularizing functions that could be opti- 34

mized by auto-differentiation, in the same way as we were able 35

to optimize the position of an anchor point. Also, the mesh is 36

only required for the parametrization, so if a scan is conducted 37

with markers, the parametrization may not be necessary. 38
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Fig. 13. Illustration of the stability of our approach with respect to noise: The first row represents the input mesh, the second row the parametrization of
the region around the hole, the third row the input of the network represented as a point cloud, the fourth row the result of Gisbert et al. [11]. Finally, the
last row corresponds to our reconstruction.
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